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ABSTRACf

This article examines tlu marital dynamics between MPD clients
and lMr partners. It auempts to classifJ types ofpartners, tkscrib
ing seven categories: New Abwm:, CarnaJrers, "DomagM GoodJ...
Obsessives, Paranoids, Schiwtypal Roommates, and Clo.fet
Dissodatives. Such a typotor;y helps to fJrooden the therapist's aware
ness of Ihe client's marital context, heightens understanding of
hmne()$latic patlem5 in the marital relationship, and smritius the
lherapisllo the potentialfor the urukrmining of the therapy by the
partner or by the MPD mate. This sensitization faaJi:au.s the ther
apist's tJloru to provide interventions tJuu enhance lhe couple rela
tionshiP, frrrnMte the growlh ofeach indiuidua~ and jJrnJent the
sabotaging of the therapy by either panner.

INTRODUCTION

This article is the third in a series which is based on clin
ical observations of partners of MPD mates since the incep
tion ofa monthly group for partners in 1986. Det.ails of the
practicalities and processofthe group (Benjamin & Be~amin,

1994a) and the thematic material (Benjamin & Benjamin,
1994b) that arises in such a group are described in com
panion papers.

Although the group later came lO include parents of
MPD cI~ents, this paper is not about parenting or parenting
dynamiCs. Rather, itis about the interactions ofmarital part
ners with their MPD mates. In cases in which the partner is
both a parent of an MPD child and the partner of an MPD
mat~,. we have looked at the marital interaction only.
AddlllOnally, we include observations on the relationships
ofc .h Ommltted, non-married couples, both heterosexual and

omosexual.
The group itself has played a significant role both in the

identification of the partner types and in the treatment of
couples. We believe that the ability todifferentiate the seven
types of parlners that we discuss in this paper has been a
result of the opportunity to watch the interactions and lis
ten to the stories ofmany partners ofMPD mates in the group
setting over an extended period. We do not think we would
have been able lO classify the partner types with as much
clarity if we had only seen the partners individually or in
marital sessions. Moreover, it is our opinion that the group
facilitates mantaltreatment through the process of partners
sharing with and confronting each other. We think it would
be much more difficult for the clinician working with an iso
lated couple to motivate a parlner lO examine (and perhaps
change) his or her contribution to the relationship dynam.
ics.

This paper represents our beginning effort to concep
tualize ourclassification ofpartner types and marital dynam
ics for couples in which one partner has MPD. Further inves
tigation and empirical study will be needed to continue this
effort, which we believe will aid the clinician in workingwith
couples and families of dissociative cliems.

UTERATURE REVIEW

The MPD literature has dealt with the issues ofworking
with spouses and lovers of MPD clients. Sachs (1986) sees
marital intenrentions as an important adjunct to individual
therapy. She recognizes that the course of therapy of the
individual client is bound to disrupt the marit.al homeosta
sis, and she advocates anticipating preparation for the MPD
partner. Additionally, she warns of two potentially harmful
situations: a spouse who is abusive to the MPD client or a
spouse who sabotages the therapy. In the first case, she insists
that it is essential to end the abuse. In the second case, she
notes that the partner may either function as a "lay ther<l
pist" and try to manipulate personalities or the spouse may
sabotage the therapy in some other way out of fear of losing
favored personalities. When these issues are addressed, the
primary therapy can proceed more smoothly, integration
can be facilitated, and the marriage can be preserved.

Sachs, Frischholz and Wood (1988) note four goals in
the treatnlent of the marriage with an MPD parlner: educa·
tion of the partner, dealing with disruption in the marital
tlomeostasis,sharing thoughts and feelings, and preventing
sabotage of the primary therapy. The authors recognize and
discuss the potential for the disruption of the homeostatic
marital equilibrium by the individual therapeutic process of
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the MPD client and by the partner's response to it.
Putnam (1989) suggests that MPD clients often marry

males with significant p1>1'chopathology such as depression,
alcoholism, character pathology, or gender identification
problems. He explains that a troubled partner may gratify
hisoT her own needs by marrying a dissociative spouse. One
frequently encountered dynamic is !.hat of the partner who
promotes dissociation for his or her sexuaJ gratification.
Another dynamic is that of the spouse who sabouges ther
apy through the influence of personalities who are resistant
themselves to therapy, or does so in order to retain favored
personalities.

Panos. Panos, and Allred (1990) emphatically state that
marital therdpy with dissociative couples is a ~basic and nec
essary partoftherapy, and not simply a supplement (p. 10)."
They go on to assert that MPO is not by itself the problem of
the marriage. Rather, each partner brings emotional bag
gage to the relationship. Additionally,theyaffirrn that at dif
ferent points along the Woly in the therapeutic process of the
MPO client, the marital homeostasis is upset.

Williams (1991) recommends an assessment of the fam
ily and parmer dynamics in the MPD marriage. While the
diagnosis ofMPD in one partner may upset the marital home
ostasis, she points out that partners ofMPD clients have their
own issues. Partners may have their own histories of abuse
and may be in the midst of a recovery process themselves.
IfMPD becomes the sole focus in the life ofa partner, the
partner runs the risk ofavoiding personal issues and becom
ingceKlependenL Partnersmaytakeon theroleofthe "fixer"
or "caretaker" of lhe MPD mate.

Over the years, authors in the MPD literature ha\'e observed
and described some of the common interdctions between
MPD clients and their parl.l1ers. They have noted that part
ners bring their own emotional issues into the marriage, that
the diagnosis and tbe course of MPD therapy di.srupt the
marital homeostasis, and that the partner can be a poten
tialsaboteurofthe individual therapy. More recently, anum
ber ofauthors view marital therapy as being an integral part
of the treatment of the MPD client (Panos, Panos & Allred,
1990; Williams, 1991; Benjamin & Benjamin, 1992). This
paper is an attempt to elaborate on the theme of marital
dynamics and types of marriages when at least one of the
partners has MPD.

MARITAL TYPES AND INTERACTIONS

Marital typologies have been described extensively in
the family therapy lilerature (Cuber & Harroff, 1968; Sager,
1976,1981; Goldberg, 1974, 1989; Glick, Clarkin, & Kessler,
1987; Coleman, 1988). Repetitive patternscan help the lher
apist identify particular couple dynamics and provide inter
ventions that: (1) enhance the couple relationship; (2) pro
mOlethegro\IJth ofeach individual; (3) preventthesabOlaging
of the therapy by eilher partner.

In our MPD parmers' group, we have consistently posed
the question ofwhat drew a partner to his or her ~.-IPD mate.
Goldberg (1982) has focused on three questions in his dis
cussion of the dynamics of marital interaction and marital
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conflict: (I) Whal are the circumstances of how the part
ners mel? (2) What were the first impressions each of the
partners had toward the other? (3) Whal attracted lhe part
ners lO each olher? He believes lhat the answers to these
questions are as criticallo understanding marital dynamics
as childhood hislory is for understanding individual psy
chodynamics.

Over the courseofmore than seven)'CaTS, we haveobsenled
seven types of partners in our partners' group. Of course.
this classification, like any of its type, is simplistic and limil
ed in its comprehensiveness. Nevertheless, il providesa fr.une
work fordescribing and underslanding partner interactions
and reactions in the relationship and in the group. Moreover,
an appreciation ofpartner types may help theclinicianswing
the pendulum of possible marital outcomes towards opti
mal solutions for the couple. Hopefully, both the group mem
her and his MPD partner can grow in treaunent, the rela
tionship dynamics can impro,'e, and the children can benefil
through the breaking ofthe transgenerational chain ofabuse
(Benjamin & Benjamin, 1992; 1993). The use of masculine
and feminine pronouns is arbitrary as there are both male
and female partners in the group and we see both male and
female MPD clients. Conversely, the recognition of parmer
types helps the clinician to recognize manifestations of a
partner's sabotaging behaviors on an MPD client's individ
ual trealment. Such an understanding can help the thera
pist comprehend why an MPD client may not be progress
ing in therapy. and point to possible remedies via marital
interventions.

Relationship Dynamics
The complimentai)'relationshipbet\....een the marital part

ners often serves to complicale and impede attempts at treat
ing the member of the coupleship who presents for thera
py. In such instances, marital dynamics function to protect
and maintain the symptomatologyofthe ~IdentifiedPatient. ~
As family therapists, we resist labeling the MPD client as the
~Identified Patienl." It is lhe family system that is truly our
client, and we view all members of lhe family unit as suffer
ing.

Additionally, as Sager (1976, 1981) has cautioned, mar
ital relationships are dynamic, nOl static. Consequently, as
the individuals mature and external circumstances impinge
on the couple, the couple system always has the potential to
change. Certainly, therapy itself acts as a stressor on a rela
tionship, and il is thejob of the therapist to orchestrale the
direClion of the change so that it leads lO growth toward
health in each partner and in the couple rather than dam
aging either partner, the relationship, or lhe therapy.

Marriage Outcomes
Goldberg (1974) has described the types of partners of

alcoholic clients and explained how each type contributes
to maintaining an unhealthy family homeostasis which per
peluates the couple's dysfunction. Analogous to Goldberg's
characterization ofcouples in which one (or both) partners
are alcoholic, one can postulate three possible outcomes to
a marriage in which one partner of the coupleship has MPO:
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TABLE 1

Types of Partners

1) New Abusers

2) Caretakers

3) ~Damaged Goods"

4) Obsessives

5) Paranoids

6) Schizorypal Roommates

7) Closet Dissociatives

(1) The family dynamics of the couple will ovclWhelm the
attempt to treat the MPD diem and lherapy will be I.hwan
ed. Covcnly and unconsciously, the parmers will collude to
sabotage treatmentwhich threatens to upset the homeostasis
of the family system. (2) One or the other of the panners
will denounce the pathological relationship and will leave
me marriage. TItis may occur if the MPD client gets well and
the partner does not. It may also occur if the partner tires
aCme behaviors aCthe MPD client and decides to leave and
seek a healthier relationship. Ofcourse. if the partner does
not gain sufficient insight from this experience or from ther·
apr, it is quite likely that he will repeat the patLern with a
new partner - sometimes even with a second MPD individ
ual! (3) An optimal OUlcome occurs when both the MPD
client and partner grow in therapr and come to delineate
their boundaries better, achieving both improved functioning:
and insight into their pre\~ous drsfunctional patterns. An
added benefit occurs if the couple can get well in time to
alter their child-rearing practices and help their children to
escape the legacy of the transgenerational chain ofabuse so
common in families with an MPD member (Benjamin &
Benjamin, 1993).

Types of Partners
In our clinical experience, we commonlyseeseven types

ofpanners whom we here tentatively, informally, and some
what whimsically label: New Abusers, Caretakers, "Damaged
Goods," Obsessives, Paranoids, Schizotypal Roommates, and
Closet Dissociatives. There is considerable overlap with
many ofour group members having an admixture of these
characteristics.

1) NewAbuseT'$
. Often the MPD client recreates childhood trauma bychoo5
lIlg a partner who is much like an abuser from his or her
past. This vulnerability to revictimization has been described
~KIuft (1989, 1990) as the "sitting duck syndrome."

gman (1987) points out that often the trauma victim
.....ho has been abused violently believes that the person who
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provides love also inflicts hurt, The victim then seeks love
in a familiar manner and thereby re-enacts that dynamic.
The partner obliges by being that new abuser. For example,
an MPD dient who was seeking to escape from an abusive,
alcoholic, and financially irresponsible father married the
first man who raped her and beat her up. Understandably,
we were not enthusiastic about induding a so openly abu
sive spouse in our group and were relieved when he declined
to schedule a screening intelview. Tn cascs where a partner
is currently abusive, admission is not offered. Our first step
is referral ofthat spouse for individual psychiatric treaunenl.
Most frequently, the abusive spouse is a substance abuser,
and thiswill involve treaunentin asubstance abuse program.

Although the blatantabu.serisexcluded from the group,
we may still see elements of this type of orientation in an
MPD patient's partner. Frequently, a group member has
revealed that he has been abusive in the past, that he has
been in some SOrt of treatment or a participant in an AA or
NA program, and shared that he is remorseful and ready to
work. on marital issues. In these cases, the fonnerly abusive
relationship remain!' an important dynamic to be eK3mined.

2) Caretakers
In our experience, this type of partner is extremely com

mon. Consciously or unconsciously, he has sought out a per
son for whom he can be the caretaker. Notinfrequently, the
partner has previously been in difficulty himself and now is
in the recovery phase of his own fonnal or infonnal Ireat
menL Now sober or refonned, he believes he has aU the
answers and is ready to help the victim spouse who may have
previously had to put up with his abuses. Often this ~care

taking" stance serves to cover up his own imecurities which
were previously handled by dysfunctional oraddictive beha.....
iors. The MPn partner initially allows this symbiotic fusion
to allayanxieties and vulnerabilities from childhood (Krugman,
1987). The more socially acceptable "caring" is expressed
by caring for a sick partner.

Often, the Caretaker is highly educated and tends
towards intellectualization as a defense. He may use self-help
jargon to describe himselfand his partner. This person may,
in faCt. be a therapist or a member ofanother helping pro
fession (such as the clergy) ora paramedical field (e.g., tech
nical worker in a hospital, etc.). Over the )'ears our group
has been populated with so many nurses that group mem
bers themselves have often joked about being a group for
recovering and impaired RN's!

The therapist-member stance often leads to the Caretaker's
demonstrating rivalry with the group leader, or even insti
gating a power suuggle to dominate and monopolize the
group. We have especially experienced this kind ofcompe
tition between male partners and the male co-therapist. One
Caretaker member even left the group to found his own
MPD partners' group, on a self-help model, in his home locale.

This type of member frequently has severe difficulties
when his partner begins to get well and needs him less. As

. she asserts herself more she may start to reject his domi
neering attempts to keep her in a one-down role. The part
ner may begin to worry that the MPD mate may abandon
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him. Indeed, the MPD client may declare herselfto be inte
graled and abruptly leave the partner, decide to be gay. or
brand him as the true "sicker~ partner. One woman, who
was a highly Lrained nurse. cried bitterly that her abusive,
alcoholic MPD spouse had rejected her by moving out when
he was feeling beuer. Her love and caring felt suffocating
to him, and he refused to accept it any longer.

3) "Damaged Goods"
The title of this category is not meant to be pejorative;

rather, it is a double entendu. The parmer is a -good" person
who secretly believes that he is in some wcly -damaged" or
undesirable; i.e., stupid. unattractive, under~ucated,from
a terribly dysfunctional family, from a low socio-economic
class, or from an ethnic background which he finds unac
ceptable or shameful. He is thrilled that a beautiful, intelli
gent, articulate, artistic, educated. etc. MPO clientwould choose
him as a mate. In fdct, he may not have noticed for many
years thal his mate had MPD, and rather, saw her as overly
functional and care-giving to him. The diagnosis of MI'D
completely baffles him.

The identified client is so pleased that anyone would
treat her non-abusively that she is morc than willing to over
look even considerable faultsjust to have a friend and mate.
Thispartnermayhave "damages" that range from the imper
ceptible, troubling only to his own self-esteem, to the gross
ly obvious. However mild the degree of "damage," the part
ner as in other spouse types, frequently lives in secret mortal
fear that as the MPD client improves, she will reject him for
someone "better." This fear may be consciously or uncon
sciouslyexpressed as a resistance to the MPD client's progress
in therapy.

Fortunately, this type ofpartner usually flourishes in our
group and gains in self-esteem. He finds he can contribute
and be a parmer to both the recovery of his MPD partner
and to the post-recovery successful functioning of the fam
ily unit. Often these individuals choose to enter individual
therapy in order to explore issues arising from their own
families of origin and lake considerable responsibility for
their parts in the marital dynamics.

4) Obsessives
A legendary and classic pattern well known to marital

therapists is the obsessive-hysteric couple (Click, Clarkin &
Kessler, 1987). In this case an obsessive, overly tight, achieve
ment-oriented but emotionally constricted partner (slereo
typically the obsessive male) marries a "hysteric," a histri
onic, emotionally lively and labile parmer (stereotypically
female). She provides the spark. and entertainment in his
life even as he protests that he has to constantly save her
from herinadequaciesand indiscretions. In fact, thatendeav
or may become his chief purpose in life, and he knows no
other way to live. Although he may complain bitterly of this
burden, he also secretly lives in terror that he will lose the
familiar and reassuringly normal pattern ofhis life ifhis wife
becomes healthier.

Like the Damaged Goods partner, he may secretly be a
saboteur ofhis partner's therapy, but like the Caretaker, he

tends to be well defended intellectually against facing this
dilemma.

In the following three types, the partner is also clinical
ly impaired although this is not at first clear to either the
therapists or the outside world. Everyone believes that the
MPD client is more obviously "sick."

5) Paranoid5
This parUler shares the view that the world is a hostile

place and tllaloutsiders threaten hurL He may also be from
a dysfunctional or even frankly abusive backgTOund and,
therefore, covertly iU. This pauem may overlap with type 7,
the Closet Dissociative. More frequently, he is seen as socia!·
ly appropriate although sardonic and cynical. He readily
identifies with the MPD partner who takes on the victim role.
He may crusade angrily to get "the abusers" both from the
MPD partner's family of origin and from society at large.

This type ofpartner frequently extends his hostile world
view to include his wife's therapists. He is certain that they
can never be sufficiently understandingofthe injusticesdone
to his victim mate. Unfortunately, he also tends to resist any
recovery from the victim stance for the MPD partner because
if the MPD client improves, he might lose his ally in resent
ing the world and thus his raisond'ilre. Unfortunately, para
noid partners are usuall}'quite unwilling to look at their own
issues.

6) Schiwtypal Roommates
Quite estranged and withdrawn from society, this type

of partner lacks social skills. He is untroubled by the impair
ment of his partner as he is glad to have someone, however
disabled, with whom to share his isolated world. The twO
partners function as more or less friendly roommates witll
out true intimacy or much sharing in the relationship. The
schizotypal roommate meets the MPD mate's needs to avoid
painful issues (Krugman, 1987). The MPD partner' ssexual
inhibitions (or even complete abstinence) are of little or no
consequence to this partner. He is often equally sexually dis
interested or dysfunctional. Like the Damaged Goods part
ner, he may view the MPD partner to be the best he could
have hoped for. He may nOt even notice that the MPD part
ner is ill. Rather, he may consider their mutual withdrawal
and lack of functioning in society as a normal state ofaffairs.

Sometimes, this type of person may be immersed in an
addiction, depression, or even psychosis. No one complains
about the symptoms until the thenpist of the MPD client
notices that something is terribly wrong with this alleged
non-dicntin the pair. At thispoint, the Schizotypal Roommate
still mayor may not get help. Even if he enters the group,
he may be an unenthusiastic participant. motivated only b)'
a sense of obligation to the MPD partner.

7) Ooset Dissociatives
In our experience, it is relatively common to encounter

couples in which both partners arc dissociative. Obviously,
such a pairing may occur when two parU1ers find each other
in a treatment or self-help setting. However, there are also
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situations in which one parmer is overtly dissociative while
the other is covenJ)' dissociative - !.hat is, "in t.he closet" or
hidden.

In these latter cases, the partner is frequcmly mystified
when we ask why the couple was attracted to each other in
the first place. Often the partner vaguely answers that they
"understand each other. "The MPD dientmay be far advanced
in treatmentwhen, with an increasinglysophisticatcd under
standing oCher own disorder, she begins to notice that her
parmer has similar characteristics. Most notably, the part
ner may have substantial time gaps in childhood or rapid
mood switches which may be disavowed if they occurred dUT
ing memory lapses. More recent memory gaps may be
explained away by a more overt problem, such as an addic
tion which has been covering up a less obvious dissociative
disorder.

As stated previously, in the group selection process, such
members would not ordinarily be accepted (Benjamin &
Benjamin, 1994a). Allhough they are searched for diligently
in lhe screening interview. we, nevertheless, arc sometimes
disconcerted to discover belatedly thatagroup member also
has dissociative symptoms. As explained in the section on
selection, because we have reason to believe that this will be
disruptive to the group process, we have asked such persons
to lea\'e the group.

Homeostatic Marital Patterns
The purpose of this typology is not to ~Iabel" partners

in a negative manner, but to point out that partners often
playa vital role in helping the dient to maintain certain
behaviors.This awaren ess is crucial in helping din icians appre
ciate that the MPD client and partner operate as a compli
mentary system to maintain not only marital patterns but
palterns orrelating to others. The New Abuser partner helps
to maintain the victim stance orthe MPD client. The Caretaker
keeps the MPD mate in a dependent role. The dependency
of the Damaged Goods partner pushes the MPD mate to
over-function. The Obsessive partner needs to be available
to rescue the emotional and unpredictable MPD partner in
order to give purpose to his life. The Paranoid partner col
ludes with the MPD mate against a hostile and unfriendly
world. TheSchizo£ypal Roommate finds that the distantpan
nership with an MPD mate meets his need to maintain a
superficial relationship. Finally, the Closet Dissociative is able
to hide his own impainnent because his MPD mate fails to
notice or protest.

The homeostatic pattern ofme partnership with an MPD
~ate often serves to keep the MPD client from progressing
In therapy and the partner from looking at his or her own
con.tri~ution to the couple dynamics. For example, a high
aChlevmg MPD client with a Damaged Goods mate realized
that pan of the reason that she sexually abused their child
over a period of several years was because her mate needed
to see her as so competent that he failed to observe that her
needs were not being met in the couple relationship.
~nsequently,she reverted to incest with her child, effec
~\"ely making the child her sexual parmer (repeating what

ad been done to her by her own father).
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At many points along the way in the therapy. the cou
ple's homeostasis is challenged: the initial diagnosis. times
oflhe recoveryofmemories, atintegration, and duringrecov
cry. While the homeostatic balance is stressed, the couple
continues to face the broad issues of marital interaction.
Goldberg (1982) defines these issues as power, nurture.inti
macy. trust, fidelit)'. life-style, and sense of order. The part
ner typology offers the clinician some ways to conceptual
ize the balance of power in the relationship, who takes care
ofwhom. how comfortable partnersare wi th emotional close
ness, how trusting ofeach other partners may be, how faith
ful partners are to each other, and how compatible the cou
ple's styles ofliving, thinking, feeling, or dealing with anxiety
may be. The fidelity issue is especially critical. In MPD cou
ples. it includes both concerns about sexual exclusivity and
extrasexual infidelities such as placing some person (most
notably, the therapist) or something (frequently, an addic
tion) above the partner in importance.

CONCLUSION

Clinicians face a number of challenges when working
with married MPD clients or with couples in which one of
the partners has MPD. These include maintaining the sta
bility of the marriage during homeostatic disruptions, pre
venting sabotage of the therapy, and encouraging the kinds
of changes in each partner that will lead to both individual
growth and growth in the relationship. An appreciation of
partner and marital types broadens the therapist's knowl
edge about the context in which the client with MPD and
her partner operate. Moreover, it heightens awareness of
homeostatic pauems and sensitizes the therapislto the poten
tial for undermining the therapy by the partner and/or by
the MPD mate. Finally, it may be used as a therapeutic tool
to optimize the clinical outcome for the individual with MPD.
for the partner, and for the couple.•
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